Prepositions in and at Expressed in Selected Slavic Languages dorotach@ath.bielsko.pl V razpravi so analizirane izbrane zgradbe značilnih angleških predlogov in ter at, ki so navzoči v slovanskih jezikih, kot so poljščina, češčina, slovenščina, srbščina oziroma hrvaščina. Običajni odnosi, ki se v angleškem jeziku določajo z dvema predlogoma: (1) in, npr. be in the/a restaurant, (2) at, npr. be at the restaurant, so v posameznih slovanskih jezikih izraženi z eno obliko. Nerazlikovanje mesta teh predlogov pri prevodu iz angleščine lahko povzroča težave pri prevajanju v slovanske jezike.
Evans 2003) for the given prepositions. Each preposition has one proto-scene, the best example of all spatial configurations denoted by that preposition. The prototypical locational use of in and the functional coincidence encoded through at expressed in Polish, Czech, Slovene, Serbian and Croatian are the subjects of this paper. The relations constructed by these forms respectively (locational for in and functional for at) tend to be encoded through single lexical items in many Slavic languages. Therefore, these single lexical items can be confusing, particularly with English as the destination language in the translation process.
Spatial scenes are constructed in various ways across natural languages. The prepositions in and at limit the variety of spatial constructions to those without factive motion (c.f. Talmy 2000) prescribed to them, i.e. with no real motion encoded in their prototypical sense. The senses of the prepositions in and at, communicating containment in a building and location at an "institution" respectively, tend to have one equivalent form in the Slavic languages under consideration here: the preposition w in Polish, v in Czech, v in Slovene, u in Serbian, and u in Croatian. That is why the English prepositions in and at with reference to one object can very often confuse users of many Slavic languages. The objectives of the paper are to demonstrate certain regularities in using the senses of the English prepositions: in denoting location in buildings, and at implying function, activity or interaction with respect to particular "institutions", and to relate these two prepositions respectively to the equivalent constructions encoded through prepositions in the destination Slavic languages. The paper gives a general outline of the spatial scenes created by in and at respectively in the source language and by w, v, and u in the destination languages.
Before analysing the proto-scenes for both prepositions (in and at), definitions for the senses under consideration in this paper are listed below from an Internet lexicon: www.thefreedictionary.com. Then, the particular scenes denoted by in and at respectively are contrasted intralinguistically, with reference to the English language. Subsequently, it is shown how they are conveyed in the Slavic languages under consideration here -this contrast is interlinguistic. The following situations are compared (intra and interlinguistically): (1) in the factory, at the factory, (2) in the theatre, at the theatre, (3) in the cinema, at the cinema, (4) in the church, at the church, (5) in the/a/ø 1 prison, at Trenton/ the/a prison, (6) in the/a/ø hospital, at Harefield/the/a/ø hospital, (7) in the/a supermarket, at Tesco/the/a supermarket, (8) in the/a hotel, at the Hilton (hotel), (9) in the/a restaurant, at the/a/Moosewood restaurant, and (10) in the/an office, at the/his, my etc office.
In one of the Internet lexicons, 2 the prepositions: I. in, II. at are given the following definitions for the senses relating to buildings (the preposition in) and functions performed by analogical "institutions" (the preposition at), in (Zelinsky-Wibbelt 1993: 364) . In this paper, the focus is put only on the prototypical sense associated with in, with a boundary, which in part distinguishes between interior and exterior (Tyler, Evans 2003: 196) .
The second English preposition used in this paper for contrasting the entity's location by the purpose of the relational expression, at, as in the sentence She lives at 33 Forest Road, following Zelinsky-Wibbelt, only indicates the COIN-CIDENCE of the position of her house with that of the road (1993: 360) .
3 On the basis of Zelinsky-Wibbelt's comment, the preposition at instantiates the projection of the house to a ZERO-DIMENSIONAL point and that of the road to a ONE-DIMENSIONAL line respectively. This sentence will not necessarily be uttered with a travelling event in mind, that is the speaker is not mentally near to the spatial scene (1993: 361). Based on this statement and looking at other referents in the examples above, e. g. home in the expression at home and work in the expression at work, at is relatively vague about location, which is some physical place, and more specific about activity (Lindstromberg 1997: 168) , like with e.g. the referents used in the prepositional expressions presented below. Cienki formulates the same idea in another way. At is more common when the function rather than the material aspect of the institution is uppermost in the speaker 's mind (1989: 107) . Following Lindkvist, 4 Cienki adds that /…/ at is often used rather than in when the locality is referred to by its proper name rather than by a common noun, e.g. in the restaurant/at the Ritz /…/ (1989: 107). Cienki bases his research upon contrasting English with Polish and Russian. The latter Slavic language is not included in the examples here. Since this paper deals with three-dimensional objects, with reference to which the preposition at implies COINCIDENCE, quoting Cienki, in such contexts, at /…/ usually corresponds to P na or w+L and R na or v+L. Na is common with L-rs schematized as two-dimensional /…/ (1989: 110). P stands for the Polish language, R symbolizes the Russian Language and L substitutes the parameter Landmark (Landmarks = L-rs). The notions Landmark and Trajector were used by Langacker (1987: 217-220) . Those parameters constitute the configurational elements of a spatial scene. Trajector (TR) /…/ is the locand (i.e., the element located) and is typically smaller and movable; a landmark (LM), which is the locator (i.e., the element with respect to which the TR is located) and is typi- (Cienki 1989: 111) . However, as far as the first two examples quoted by Cienki to illustrate this opinion are concerned: P Mój tata pracuje na fabryce/ na hucie/ /…/ 'My dad works at/* 6 literally: on the factory/ at/*literally: on the mills /…/' (Cienki 1989: 111 8 Nevertheless, it should also be pointed out that four years earlier, with Doroszewski on the editorial committee, Szober considered być na fabryce, 'be at/(*literally: on) the factory' = w jakimś dziale, 'at some departament' appropriate formal Polish. He also indicated: pracować w fabryce [nie: na fabryce] (Szober 1969), 'work at/literally: in the factory [not: *literally: on the factory]. The formal Polish language, however, uses the preposition w with reference to factory conceptualized both: as a three-dimensional location to "hide" (containment) and as a zero-dimensional place to "work" (activity) respectively. 13 involves all the coal processing stages which take place on the surface of that place of work. Therefore, perhaps, the third example provided by Cienki: P Mój tata pracuje /…/ /na kopalni 'My dad works /…/ at the mine ' (1989: 111) is considered correct among the mining community by Wielki słownik poprawnej polszczyzny PWN, Part A-P: Pracować w kopalni, środ. górn. na kopalni (2006: 430) 'Work at/literally in the mine, the mining community: at the mine (literally *on the mine).
A similar issue concerning the referent factory can be observed in the case of formal Czech, Slovene, Serbian, and Croatian, where the prepositions correlating with the Polish w -v and u -are used. Moreover, the prepositions v and u correlate with the Polish preposition w in the situations from (1) to (10), and probably in many other ones. The Polish prepositional expressions w+loc (with loc = fabryce 'factory', teatrze 'theatre', kinie 'cinema', kościele 'church', więzieniu 'prison', szpitalu 'hospital', supermarkecie 'supermarket', hotelu 'hotel', restauracji 'restaurant', biurze 'office', etc) denote a subscheme parallel to the prototypical scheme, e.g. to the "best" example of using w, which is -following Przybylska -a relation with the Trajector (an object) and the Landmark idealized as a three-dimensional container. The researcher notes that w+loc contrasts with the relations expressed by the other preposition na+loc, which she illustrates with the following examples: Kredki są w pudełku and Kredki są na pudełku, 'There are crayons in the box' and 'There are crayons on the box'. The sentences bring out the semantic contrast connected with localization within the interior region of a Landmark and with localization in the exterior region of a Landmark. As far as the topological aspect is concerned, the Polish preposition w informs us that the spot of localization of the Trajector is the interior region of the Landmark (2002: 206) . Przybylska notes that apart from a typical box, etc, also a room, a house, a café, a store, a theatre, a cinema, a church, a car, a tram, a wagon, that is to say different rooms, buildings, huge vehicles or parts of buildings are conceptualized as the central or main ones in relation to other parts (2002: 210) . She also points to the fact that the speaker will use the preposition w when he wants to bring out the Landmark having the function of a container which protects the located object from the sight of a potential observer. However, if on the other hand, it is important that the Landmark be used as a support for the located Trajector, with the major part of the latter being visible to the exterior observer, then the preposition na is appropriate (2002: 210 On the basis of these observations, several container type referents -buildings from (1) to (10) -are associated with w+loc, v+loc, u+loc when they imply location in a container type object. The same prepositions, and in the majority of cases 14 prepositional expressions (w+loc, v+loc, u+loc) , are used when the scene implies functional coincidence, activity or social interaction, which the English language encodes through the preposition at.
(1) in the factory at the factory Polish: w fabryce w fabryce Czech:
Looking at the further examples (2) - (10) one can notice a certain regularity in the five Slavic languages. The preposition at does not have a semantic counterpart in any of the Slavic examples. While English carries much spatial information not only through the prepositions themselves, in and at respectively, but also through the articles a, the or zero, many Slavic languages reduce the semantic value to a universal expression with the prepositions w, v, or u. What information can be omitted this way is commented upon below.
The examples (2) and (3) include similar spatial scenes: on the left, there are three-dimensional buildings with a label 'theatre' and 'cinema' in (2) and (3) respectively, and on the right, there are zero-dimensional "institutions" functioning as 'theatre' and 'cinema'. This distinction is conveyed by the prepositions in and at respectively. The Slavic versions may omit it and unify the event.
(2) in the theatre at the theatre Polish: w teatrze w teatrze Czech:
Used as examples, several English prepositional expressions without the articles a and the preceding the noun phrase, e.g. in prison (=being in prison as a prisoner), in hospital (=being in hospital as a patient), and at church (=being there to pray), are more specific about activity (Lindstromberg 1997: 168) . When the preposition at, followed by either of the two articles (a or the), precedes the notion prison, the location is conceptualized as a zero-dimensional 'institution' e.g. to work for as in extract 1) below, or to perform some other activity than 'serve time' e.g. to riot as in extract 2) below. Thus, at Trenton/a/the prison may imply some long term process or event (other than 'being imprisoned') taking place on the premises of a prison conceptualized as an area belonging to an institution labelled "prison", as in the two examples : 1 1997: 168) . Lindstromberg recommends that we note that the prepositional expressions at a/the church/office/school, with a or the following at, the implication of 'recognized church/office/school activity' disappears. He adds that at a/the church /…/ is something one might say (instead of 'in a/the church') when it is not important to be precise whether someone is actually inside the church building or, for example, in the church yard (1997: 169) . Moreover, at is often used when the locality is referred to by its proper name (Cienki 1989), e.g. at St Agnes (church) .
None of the five Slavic languages under consideration here gives rise to such deliberations through using the preposition realised as w, v, and u to denote the scenes constructed by in and at respectively, without any articles following them. The noun phrase as the locativus does not appear to have the function of the English articles: a, the, zero=ø. The last English example with the preposition at -(10) -is illustrated with sentences 3) to 6). The examples 1) to 6) contextualize the selected prepositional expressions with different readings, for which the Slavic versions make use of w + loc, v + loc, and u + loc. 6) Now, as he spends his last months in office trying to avert a global economic collapse, Mr. Bush has been telling people privately that it's a good thing he's in charge. 22 Apart from the distinction in the Slovene language between v pisarinó and v službó, where the same preposition v precedes a different noun phrase, all of the scenes which English encodes as the prepositional expressions with the heads in or at, with or without articles (a, the, ø), may be expressed with a preposi-Dorota Chłopek tion implying one prototypical relation -the relation of containment. Thus, a conceptualiser of either scene -that denoted by in or that encoded through at -requires more data to construe the spatial relation, e.g. the situational context and some background knowledge about the given situation; also associating facts and logical thinking may be useful, which means that a lot of extralinguistic substance is applied to such conceptualizations. The distinction between physical coincidence related to in with reference to buildings and functional coincidence or 'interaction' connected with at with reference to 'institutions', together with the information included in the presence or absence of articles, disappears in the scenes expressed in the Slavic languages taken into consideration in this paper. The Slavic prepositional expressions (1) -(10) include general information, without specifying the physical nature or functional role of the whereabouts of the object, which may cause problems with expressing the function of the 'institution' in translations into English.
